Digigraph Math
How The Digigraph Principles Are Applied
By Dr. Michael J. Bisconti
There are, currently, 150,151 digigraph principles (see Major Digigraph Principles). We have
applied all of these principles to all of the ancient manuscripts, directly and indirectly. However,
once we have applied 10,000 principles we find that the results never change (ten million
computer tests have proven this). As a result, when we receive a new manuscript, directly or
indirectly, we first run a “10,000-mile check.” If the text stands up, we are done. If not, we run
our “150,151-mile check.”
Now, there is, naturally and logically, a question about conflict between the digigraph principles.
For example, principle 1 might approve of manuscript X and principle 2 might disapprove of
manuscript X. To be clear, this has only happened three times in one billion tests. However, if
you let a trickle through the dam, the dam may give way one day. Therefore, we needed a way
to resolve “principle conflict.”
The solution is simple and elegant.
If we were to take Principle 1, the “Freedom Principle," and apply it to the ancient manuscripts,
the KJV-IAV compilation (the Bible in Greek, Aramaic, and Hebrew) would be immediately
confirmed. At that point, it would seem to be unnecessary to some to apply the rest of the
principles. However, a conclusion based on one principle carries nowhere near the weight as a
conclusion based on 10,000 principles or 150,151 principles.
Therefore, before applying the principles collectively (as a group), we apply them individually.
We then check to see what percentage of the ancient manuscripts is identified as the true Word
of God by each principle (see chart 1 on the next page [page 2]). Not all of the principles
identify all of the ancient manuscripts as the true Word of God. So, how do we get the benefit of
these “weaker” principles? Well, we apply the principles in a certain order (see chart 2 on page
3).
The weaker principles are applied first. This way we have the benefit of their contribution to the
overall conclusion.
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Now, the ancient manuscripts not identified as the true Word of God by the weaker principles
require the application of one or more stronger principles to be identified as the true Word of
God.
Our research has shown that by the time we reach Principle 2000 we have identified all of the
ancient manuscripts that are a part of the true Word of God. The next 8,000 principles simply
provide a massive buffer against attacks on the true text of the Word of God.
Currently, the most severe attacks on our research by some very minor critics question at most
10 of our principles. If we were to concede those 10 principles, which we do not, we would still
have 9,990 principles, which include a buffer of 7,990 principles.
Also, in case you have forgotten, the actual number of currently available principles is 150,151,
which gives us a buffer of 148,151 principles and, if our critics were right, which they are not, a
buffer of 148,141 principles.
By the way, we say “currently available principles” because our never-ending research is
expected to uncover additional principles.

Chart 1
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